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Abstract: Many scholars worldwide have paid special
efforts in searching for advance approaches to efficiently
estimate human head direction which has been successfully
applied in numerous applications such as human-computer
interaction, teleconferencing, virtual reality, and 3D audio
rendering. However, one of the existing shortcomings in the
current literature is the violation of some ideal assumptions
in practice. Hence, this paper aims at proposing a novel
algorithm based on the normal of human face to recognize
human head direction by optimizing a 3D face model
combined with the facial normal model. In our experiments,
a computational program was also developed based on the
proposed algorithm and integrated with the surveillance
system to alert the driver drowsiness. The program intakes
data from either video or webcam, and then automatically
identify the critical points of facial features based on the
analysis of major components on the faces; and it keeps
monitoring the slant angle of the head closely and makes
alarming signal whenever the driver dozes off. From our
empirical experiments, we found that our proposed
algorithm effectively works in real-time basis and provides
highly accurate results.
Keywords: Head Direction, Facial Normal Model, Novel
Algorithm, Head Detection, Face Model

1. INTRODUCTION

face of head images; and, their performance of these
approaches significantly depends on the environment
lighting conditions, the camera angles, the face orientation
towards cameras, etc. Hence, the feature-based methods
fail to be implemented in some practical applications
because they are quite sensitive to the selection of the
points of the facial features and need near-frontal views
with high resolution images [2, 13, 14] or need special
equipment such as depth cameras [15,16]. On the contrary,
appearance-based approaches by Voit et al. [17] and
Zhang et al. [18] directly use pixel values of an image as
an input for image features; hence, they are successfully
employed to deal with low resolution images [6].
Nonetheless, Chamveha et al. [6] pointed that the
dataset used for training estimators in the employed neural
networks significantly affects the performance of the
appearance-based methods. As head appearances keep
incessantly changed due to the head orientation,
illumination or viewing angle, collecting ground-truth
dataset for the training becomes crucial for their successful
applications, which is a labor-intensive, time-consuming,
and costly task. Moreover, the use of head orientation
estimation as an input leads to the certain limitation of
output angle resolution [2]; for instance, Rae & Ritter [19]
suggested using a step of 25o for the angle estimation.
Instead, Hien et al. [20] proposed a human face model
based on spatial approach to detect human face and its
components, including eyes, mouth, and nose. Their
approach was successfully applied to alarm drowsy drivers
by detecting if their eyes are continuously closed in
predetermined duration measured in seconds or frames. In
order to do that, a camera is mounted in front of the driver
at a fixed angle and the driver sits at a fixed position and
looks straight ahead. However, in practice, this assumption
is hardly satisfied because drivers sometimes adjust their
positions, look around, shake/ incline their heads, etc. to
make them more comfortable. In these cases, the model
fails to correctly detect the eyes to keep track if the drivers
are drowsy. To overcome this shortcoming, this paper
aims at proposing a novel algorithm based on the normal
of human face to recognize human head direction which
acts as an important input in their human face model.
To achieve the objective, this paper is organized as the
following. Section II briefly presents the facial normal
model, which provides fundamentals for our proposed
algorithm in detecting the slanting angle of heads
constructed in Section III. Experimental results are
elucidated in Section IV. Some conclusions make up the
last section.

Human head direction, an indicator of the human visual
focus of attention, has numerous applications in our daily
life, such as such as human-computer interaction,
teleconferencing, virtual reality, and 3D audio rendering
[1-3]. Smith et al. [4], Benfold & Reid [5], and Chamveha
et al., [6] claimed that attention focus of humans can be
inferred from head direction. Therefore, several scholars
have paid special efforts in proposing advance approaches
to estimate head direction [6].
For instance, Murase & Nayar [7] recognized the face
orientation in a certain space by using parametric Eigen
face model which is based on Principal Component
Analysis and each pixel is treated as a random variable.
However, it requires a large sample size which takes time
to collect the data and analyze them. Wang & Brandstein
[8] successfully classified existing methods for head pose
estimation from video signals into feature-based and
appearance-based approaches. Particularly, the featurebased approaches proposed by Ballard & Stockman [9],
Horprasert et al. [10], and Matsumoto & Zelinsky [11]
mainly consider some specific facial features, such as
eyes, nostrils, and mouth, in constructing a head direction
model. However, Canton-Ferrer et al. [12] claimed that
these approaches fail to deal with multi-ocular analysis of
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2. FACIAL NORMAL MODEL
The facial normal model proposed by Gee & Cipolla
[21] includes five facial features, including two far corners
of eyes, two points of mouth corners, and the tip of nose.
They assumed that the four points of eyes and mouth
corners make up a plane called facial plane. The normal of
facial plane at the nose tip is called facial normal as shown
in Fig. 1.

Thus, in the coordinate system Oxyz, the facial normal n̂
is determined by
(1)
nˆ  sin  cos ,sin  sin  ,  cos  .

3. OUR PROPOSED ALGORITHM
As reviewed in Section II, two model ratios Rm and
Rnare prerequisite in identifying the facial normal based on
the approach by Gee & Cipolla [21]. However, different
faces result in different values of the ratios. Thus, the
approach fails to effectively perform in some practical
cases. To overcome the existing drawback, we propose a
novel approach by optimizing a simple face model in
combination with the aforementioned facial normal model.

A. Mapping the Model to Image Coordinates Based
on Facial Normal


Fig.1. Facial Normal Model
Assume that a coordinate system Oxyz is located at the
center of the camera as shown in Fig. 1, where Ox and Oy
axes are aligned along the horizontal and vertical
directions in the image, and Oz axis is aligned along the
normal to the image plane. From the two points of far
corners of eyes and two points of far corners of mouth, we
can easily find their midpoints which are then joined up to
create the symmetric axis of the facial plane. To estimate
the direction of facial normal in 3D space, the model needs
two predetermined ratios, namely as Rm  Lm L f and

Rn  Ln L f

Face Model and Transformational Operations
Our 3D face model also includes five facial features as
discussed in the facial normal model by Gee &Cipolla
[21]. Our face model is also located on the coordinate
system Oxyz where Oxy plane is the facial plane; the
center O is located at the nose base; and the nose tip is on
the Oz axis. Particularly, the five critical feature points
namely as are plotted in Fig. 3.

where Lm, Ln, and Lf are accordingly
Fig.3. Proposed Face Model

measured as plotted in Fig. 2.

Our face model is constructed based on five
transformational operations P  P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5  , where

Fig.2. Fundamental Parameters Lm, Ln, and Lf

 E .x  E1 .x * x
P1 ( x) :  1
 E2 .x  E2 .x * x

 E . y  E1 . y * x
P2 ( x) :  1
 E2 . y  E2 . y * x

 M . y  M1 . y * x
P3 ( x) :  1
M 2 . y  M 2 . y * x

 M .x  M 1 .x * x
P4 ( x) :  1
 M 2 .x  M 2 .x * x

P5 ( x) : N .z  N .z * x
Because length ratios along the symmetric axis are
preserved, with the model ratio Rm, we can easily locate
the nose base along the axis. Then, the facial normal in the  Calculation of Normalized Coordinates
image is determined by joining the nose base and the nose
The next step is to rotate the face model based on the
tip. As a consequence, the tilt direction can be easily
obtained facial normal. Let n1   n11 , n12 , n31  and
obtained by measuring the angle  between the facial
normal in the image and the Ox axis. Moreover, we also
n2   n12 , n22 , n32  be respectively the normal of the original
need to measure the slant angle  which is defined as the face model and the calculated facial normal. Then, the
angle between the optical axis and the facial normal in 3D normalization of the model coordinates is conducted based
space. Basically, the slant angle  can be computed from on the following steps:
the model ratio Rn and the angle  from the image [21].
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y  f ( x)  ( x1 , y1 , x2 , y2 , x3 , y3 , x4 , y4 , x5 , y5 )

Step 1: Identify rotating axis

n  (n12 * n32  n31 * n22 , n31 * n12  n11 * n32 , n11 * n22  n12 * n12 )

(2)

y  normalize( E1 .x, E1 . y, E2 .x, E2 . y, M 1 .x,

B. Optimizing the Face Model

1
*n
n

(3)

With the above constructed projection, we now need to
identify the value of x such that f ( x)  y0 . To solve this
problem, we propose a novel algorithm to optimize the
parameters in the above five transformational operations
so that their results well fit the coordinate solutions
constructed above. With a set of input parameters, the
algorithm will minimize the squared sum of each deviation
between coordinate solution  y0  and the normalized

Step 3: Calculate the rotating angle

 n1  n 2
 n1  n 2


  arccos 






(4)

coordinate(Y), which can be expressed as

Step 4: Calculate the rotating matrix

10

E    y (i)  y0 (i)  min,

 q1 q 2 q3 


Q   q 4 q5 q 6 
 q7 q8 q9 



2

(9)

i 1

(5)

y0 (i) are the ith component in the
normalized vector y  f ( x) ; and the coordinate solution
vector y0 , respectively.
Our proposed process for the optimization is departed
from Cootes et al. [22]. Particularly, let r ( x)  f ( x)  y0 ;
the objective function (9) can be now rewritten as
E  r T r. With the first degree Taylor disposition, we have
where y (i ) and

where:
q1  cos   u1 * u1 *(1  cos  )

q 2  u1 * u2 *(1  cos  )  u3 *sin 
q3  u1 * u3 *(1  cos  )  u2 *sin 
q 4  u2 * u1 *(1  cos  )  u3 *sin 
q5  cos   u2 * u2 *(1  cos  )
q6  u2 * u3 *(1  cos  )  u1 *sin 

r ( x  x)  r ( x) 

q7  u3 * u1 *(1  cos  )  u2 *sin 
q8  u3 * u2 *(1  cos  )  u1 *sin 

then transformed into its new coordinate determined by
Anew  A  Q . Consequently, the model coordinates on
projection plane can be efficiently normalized by shifting
them to the coordinate center and converting the length of
the coordinate vector into unit.
 Calculate the Coordinate Solution
Based on the five critical facial features and the
normalization process mentioned above, the coordinate
solution is computed by

y0  normalize({E10 .x, E10 . y, E20 .x, E20 . y, M10 .x,
0
2

(10)

  r T r 1 r T
x  Rr ( x)    

  x x  x


Any point A   Ax , Ay , Az  in the face model can be

0
2

r
x
x

Thus,

q9  cos   u3 * u3 *(1  cos  )

0
1

(8)

M1 . y, M 2 .x, M 2 . y, N .x, N . y)

Step 2: Normalize the axis vector

u  (u1 , u2 , u3 ) 

(7)

0

0

M . y, M .x, M . y, N .x, N . y})


 r ( x)



The Jacobi matrix r is estimated from a set of
x

samples. Specifically, each component in the matrix is
estimated by computing a large amount of the functional
deviation against its relevant argumentative deviation
which is first specified in a given range. Thus, the
proposed algorithm is designed as the following.
 Inputs: Face model and the image coordinates of the
five points of the critical facial features.
 Outputs: Facial normal vector.
 Some prior calculation:
1
T
T 

 R     r r  r 



(6)

  x x 





K

From the above steps, we have a mapping
y  f ( x), R5  R10 where x   p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 , p5  is the
key parameter for the above five transformational
operations; thus, the normalized coordinate of the model
after appropriate projection is determined by

(11)



y0
Initial values for x
Initial parameter series
 1,0.5,0.25,0.125,0.0625

Iterative loops:
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 Calculate the deviation vector r ( x)  f ( x)  y0
 Calculate E  r r
 Calculate x  Rr ( x)
T

 For each value of k  K , calculate
x '  x  k x


r '( x)  f ( x ')  y0

E '  r 'T r '
If E '  E , replace x  x ' and move to the next loop;
otherwise, move to the next value of k.
The optimization algorithm proposed by Cootes et al.
[22] has been successfully employed on their active
appearance model (AAM) whose processing time is
adjacent to the real time. However, their approach is built
on a quite complicated mapping function and depends on
the size of the dataset. Meanwhile, our proposed algorithm
works with a simpler mapping function which takes a
constant time frame due to the fixed size of the dataset.

closely and makes alarming signal whenever the driver
dozes off as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
Practically, we conducted our experiments in Lac Hong
University with 11 observations and Institute of
Information Technology – Vietnam Academy of Science
and Technology with 26 observations in September 2014.
The input data for our experiments were collected from a
video camera. Basically, among the 11 observations taken
in lac Hong University, we had 10 correct estimations
compared to our perception, accounting for 90.9% of the
sample; and we had 24 correct estimations out of the 26
observations (92.3%) taken from the Institute. More
importantly, we found that our computational program
effectively works in real-time basis and provides highly
accurate results based on the specified conditions in our
experiments. Certain errors also exist in some cases where
the program fails to correctly identify the critical points of
the facial features.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We now conduct practical experiments to test the
quality of the proposed algorithm based on the data
obtained from 3D face model with different projection
parameters. The 3D face models are first transformed
based on some predetermined model parameters defined
previously. Then, they are rotated and evaluated at
different rotating angle as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig.5. Experimental Results Provided by our Computational
Program

Fig.4. Interface ForObtaining Data From 3D Face Model
Based on our obtained experimental results, we found
that the deviated angle between the calculated normal and
the original normal is approximately 16.35o with the
maximum value of 41.11o and minimum value of 5.17o,
and more than 93% of the observations have the deviated
angle less than 20o.
Moreover, from these positive primary results, we
develop a computational program to recognize the head
direction of driver and integrate with the system for
detecting driver drowsiness proposed by Hien et al. [21] to
make effective alarming signals when the driver is drowsy.
The program is written in Visual C++2008 with the
support from the open source computer vision library
provided by Intel.
The program intakes data from either video or webcam,
and then automatically identify the critical points of facial
features based on the analysis of major components on the
faces. It keeps monitoring the slant angle of the head

Fig.6. Experimental Results Provided by our
Computational Program

6. CONCLUSION

Estimating human head direction has been an interesting
research topic in the digital signals and image processing
with numerous practical applications in recognizing
human faces, monitoring human activities, humanmachine interactions, etc. However, some problems are
still left unsolved, especially the optimizing the system
performances. Hence, departing from a well-known facial
normal model, we proposed a novel algorithm to
efficiently estimate human head direction by optimizing a
simple face model incorporated with the facial normal
model to overcome the avoidable differences in facial
features among various faces of different people. This
obviously fulfills the current literature in terms of
Copyright © 2015 IJECCE, All right reserved
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efficiency in recognizing human head direction. Future
researches should further consider our proposed algorithm
in combination with other systems to provide advance
digital solutions in practice.
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